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As a region, the Pacific faces a number of pressing challenges, linked to a rapidly 
growing population, high youth unemployment, soaring food imports and 
alarming levels of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) fuelled by poor nutrition. 
Seeking to address some of these issues, the Technical Centre for Agricultural 
and Rural Cooperation (CTA), with matching funding from the International 
Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and in collaboration with the Pacific 
Islands Private Sector Organisation (PIPSO), is implementing the project 
Leveraging the Development of Local Food Crops and Fisheries Value Chains for Improved 
Nutrition and Sustainable Food Systems in the Pacific Islands with a focus on Fiji, Kiribati, 
Marshall Islands, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, and Vanuatu. Its goal is to strengthen 
the capacity of Pacific Island governments, farmer and private sector 
organisations and sub-regional institutions to develop strategies and programmes, 
as well as to mobilise financing, that can increase poor rural people’s access to 
nutritious and healthy food.

The project takes an innovative approach, supporting agribusiness and value chain 
development to improve food and nutrition outcomes for the poor and vulnerable, 
especially women and children. Identifying opportunities for young people is a 
special focus, given the region’s large and growing population of under 25-year-olds 
and its high rate of youth unemployment, which currently stands at 25%. Also 
known by its shorter version Promoting Nutritious Food Systems in the Pacific, the 
project has identified several areas for analysis and action. For the Pacific Week 
of Agriculture (PWA), these include: promoting youth agri-entrepreneurship, 
coordination platforms for innovation in priority value chains for a range of 
nutritious local agrifood products, opportunities for strengthening agri-tourism 
linkages, and the scope these offer for linking small-scale producers to markets 
and building the resilience of rural communities. 

During the first Pacific Week of Agriculture, held in Port Vila, Vanuatu, from 
16-20 October 2017, a series of side events was held on each of these issues, to 
analyse their potential and explore further opportunities and the support needed. 
In keeping with the project’s innovative approach, the events took the form of a 
Learning Journey, designed to share experiences and foster cross-learning 
between participants within and outside the region, including those from  
other small island developing states who have found practical solutions to  
similar problems.

© CTA/Nawsheen Hosenally © CTA/Clare Pedrick
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The first Pacific Week of  Agriculture, which took place in Port Vila, the capital 
of  the Pacific island nation of  Vanuatu in October 2017, was the backdrop to a 
journey of  learning focusing on the closely linked issues of  agriculture, food and 
nutrition – the subject of  some of  the region’s most serious challenges, but also the 
source of  valuable opportunities for rural people.

During the event, which took the theme of  Pacific CROPs – Culture, Resilience, 
Opportunities, Products, Sustainability – some 33 people from the Pacific, Caribbean 
and Africa took part in a Learning Journey as part of  the Promoting Nutritious 
Food Systems in the Pacific project being implemented by the Technical Centre 
for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA), the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IFAD) and the Pacific Islands Private Sector 
Organisation (PIPSO). 

Central to this journey was a series of  workshops designed to explore strategies 
for addressing the region’s critical food and nutrition challenges, which are being 
driven by soaring food import levels, and to share experiences and possible 
solutions rooted in agriculture. Other problems targeted by the project, which is 
running in seven Pacific countries, include declining agricultural productivity, high 
youth unemployment and rural to urban migration. Specifically, the three side 
events highlighted the potential for upgrading priority ‘nutrition-sensitive’ value 
chains to generate revenues and improve dietary intake for rural communities, and 
for increasing investments in youth agri-entrepreneurship and the burgeoning  
agri-tourism sector in the Pacific region. A field trip offered an opportunity to 
learn more about Pacific traditional food practices and how they have changed 
in recent years, and to witness an agribusiness venture committed to restoring the 
place of  nutritious local products in people’s diets, while increasing the incomes of  
rural producers. 

Driven by a wish to share experiences and forge new contacts, the spirit of  
the Learning Journey was one of  joint discovery and decision-making, with all 
participants keen to build partnerships and develop innovative solutions to some of  
the region’s acute food and nutrition related challenges. An important contributing 
factor to the success of  the initiative was the dynamic networking and exchange of  
ideas that took place outside the sessions themselves, between participants from a 
wide range of  backgrounds, including young agri-entrepreneurs from other small 
island developing states, as well as representatives from regional and international 
organisations, policy-makers and the private sector.

Everyone who participated in the Learning Journey had a story to tell of  one sort 
or another. Some of  them will be related in this report, in the hope that readers 
will find them as fascinating and inspiring as did many of  those who listened – and 
made their own contributions – here at the first ever Pacific Week of  Agriculture. 
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The Learning Journey

A journey often denotes movement. It can be short, long or  
never-ending. Hopefully those who benefit will be different,  
perhaps enriched when it ends. 

Learning is a lifelong process; the journey never ends, and learning is at the heart 
of  innovation. Our CTA/IFAD/PIPSO project Promoting Nutritious Food Systems 
in the Pacific has a strong focus on spurring agricultural innovation so that Pacific 
communities, especially those in rural areas, can have greater access to affordable 
nutritious local foods, increase their incomes and improve their health. 

We planned this Learning Journey around the inaugural Pacific Week of  
Agriculture (PWA) in Vanuatu to engage with our key target group – farmers, 
processors and other value chain actors – together with scientists and 
representatives of  the public and private sector, mostly drawn from the seven focal 
countries and the wider African Caribbean and Pacific region. The idea was to 
empower those who embarked on the journey through their participation in this 
cross-learning, agenda-setting, multi-stakeholder platform. The series of  events 
was carefully organised so that all who took part would have a chance to exchange 
ideas, knowledge and experiences and reflect on examples of  good practice, but 
also be encouraged to explore new frontiers and opportunities, while at the same 
time valuing the traditions and knowledge that the Pacific culture affords for 
improving practices and processes.

Learning is more than a classroom experience, and the PWA Learning Journey 
demonstrates that our target group can also learn by doing and interacting.  
The project-related side events and field trip allowed for peer-to-peer learning 
and network building. Our end goal was to establish a rapport among diverse 
actors, who can be our champions in mobilising national and regional 
stakeholders for joint action and innovation to upgrade priority food crops  
and fisheries value chains. 

The PWA Learning Journey offered a starting point for building effective linkages 
between national governments, regional institutions, knowledge institutes, 
farming communities and other value chain actors, helping to create an enabling 
environment to drive innovation, scale up good practice and attract investments for 
improving agrifood system performance.

Judith Ann Francis,  
Senior Programme 
Coordinator, Science 
and Technology 
Policy, CTA

© CTA/Nawsheen Hosenally
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Ron Hartman, IFAD Country Director for Indonesia and  
the Pacific 
“There needs to be much more focus on the issue of  nutrition in the Pacific. Non-
communicable diseases (NCDs) are endemic in the region, posing a long-term 
development problem, and to address that, there need to be good policies and 
investments in place, and supply and demand solutions – supply meaning small-
scale farmers producing nutritious foods, and demand meaning educating families, 
so that they understand the impact of  poor nutrition on their children’s health. 

Our objective for this programme is for smallholder producers to be able to 
increase their revenues, that they can reinvest in their livelihoods, increase the 
availability of  nutritious food for them and their families, and that they have 
different types of  livelihood opportunities. That’s what we’re hoping for in terms 
of  practical impact on the ground.”

Alisi Tuqa, Acting Chief  Executive Officer, PIPSO
“We know that in the Pacific, the incidence of  heart disease and other non-
communicable diseases is quite staggering, so we felt that it was important for the 
private sector to play a role in addressing this agri-nutrition issue. In the past, the 
private sector has always been considered the bad guy when it comes to nutrition, 
referring to products that have been imported, and processed food. 

In this case, we are looking at the issue in a more holistic way, trying to bring our 
members to the table to take part in the discussion, but also working with the 
farmers, to see how producers and service providers can come together to work 
with governments, to set policy that is conducive to promoting business growth in 
agriculture.  I think it’s very important to ensure that the private sector is engaged 
in the discussion from the beginning. A lot of  the time we are brought in when the 
policy has already been developed. With this project, we’re trying to change that, 
and make sure we are involved at the planning stage.”

Michael Hailu, Director, CTA
“Many small island developing states are facing huge challenges in terms of  
providing sufficient, affordable nutritious foods and gainful and profitable jobs, 
and the Pacific island countries are no exception. This project, and the Learning 
Journey that was conducted during the first ever Pacific Week of  Agriculture, has 
laid the foundations for building partnerships and intensifying efforts for getting 
young people who are migrating to cities and abroad to develop and sustain 
rewarding agribusinesses, and make agriculture more profitable and attractive, so 
that they can see a bright future in their home countries. 

In the Pacific, adopting a value chain approach offers real opportunities for 
increasing access to affordable nutritious foods, while engaging smallholder 
producers and other actors in more lucrative upstream activities. Agri-tourism 
provides new opportunities for diversifying small-scale farming and allowing local 
farmers to become more connected to the markets they so often lack. Previous 
attempts to develop the agri-tourism strategy have already proved highly successful 
in small island states of  the Caribbean and Indian Ocean.”

PACIFIC HEALTH  
AND NUTRITION  
AT A GLANCE

The population of the 
Pacific islands is expected 
to double by 2050.

There is high dependency 
on food imports and local 
production is declining. 

Agricultural mechanisation 
is limited in many Pacific 
countries, and non-existent 
in some parts of the region.

40% of the Pacific islands 
regions’ population of 9.7 
million has been diagnosed 
with a non-communicable 
disease (NCD). 

NCDs account for three-
quarters of all deaths in 
the Pacific, in particular 
cardiovascular diseases, 
diabetes, cancer and 
chronic respiratory 
diseases.

NCDs absorb 40-60% 
of total health-care 
expenditure.

Source: PWA Presentations 
2017 and WHO 2010 

www.who.int/bulletin/
volumes/88/7/
10-010710/en/

http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/88/7/10-010710/en/
http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/88/7/10-010710/en/
http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/88/7/10-010710/en/
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A question of  culture

In Vanuatu as in many Pacific islands, agriculture plays a critical role in the 
country’s culture and way of  life, as it has done for generations. But many people 
are turning away from local crop and livestock products in favour of  cheaper,  
less healthy imported foods, and farmers themselves are abandoning food crops  
to grow products such as kava, which have a higher return. The trend is having  
a massive impact on public health, with nutrition-related NCDs running at  
record levels. 

The solution, according to the Vanuatu government, is to combine support to 
farmers in local foodstuff production with education that targets both producers 
and consumers.

“We need to educate our farmers not to let go of  our culture. We have to 
make Pacific people proud of  their own products,” said Vanuatu’s Minister of  
Agriculture Matai Seremaiah Nawalu, speaking at the opening ceremony of  the 
PWA. The government is supporting farmers in increasing agricultural production 
by supplying planting material and offering help with marketing. But any approach 
must take the cultural dimension into account, he said.

A case in point is the livestock sector, where production of  Vanuatu’s highly prized 
beef  is proving insufficient to meet demand. The shortfall is partly due to the 
custom of  slaughtering one or more bullocks to celebrate important events, such as 
births, marriages and deaths. In an effort to boost production, the government of  
Vanuatu is supplying free beef  cattle to farmers as breeding stock on a loan basis 
– on the condition that they return them at a later date, so that they can be passed 
on to other farmers. 

Traditional food systems protect food reserves 

Cyclones may be becoming more frequent and extreme in the Pacific, but 
generations of  islanders learned how to cope with them, and preserve precious 
harvests for when food would become scarce. A field trip organised as part of  the 
Learning Journey saw how communities in Vanuatu used to grate and store the 
flesh of  bananas in a common pit made with palm and banana leaves. When a 
cyclone struck, the ground level storage area was spared. No matter how bad the 
damage to crops in the fields, villagers could be sure of  having a source of  food 
for some time to come. Bananas stored this way can last up to four years. Cooked 
together with coconut flesh and seawater, the grated banana makes a nourishing 
dish. The villagers themselves took shelter in banyan trees, whose massive trunks 
gave them protection until the tropical storm had passed.

In common with many Pacific island nations, the people of  Vanuatu have always 
depended on the sea as a source of  protein. Fishing was a traditional practice, 
using nets fashioned from spiders’ webs or poles tied with vines that released 
poison juices to stun the fish. In order to regulate catches and prevent overfishing, 
a taboo system was developed, on the orders of  the village chief. A palm tree 
branch planted in the sand informed villagers that they were forbidden from 
catching fish, lobster or other shellfish until further notice. In parts of  the Pacific, 
this time-honoured conservation practice continues to this day.      

We want to use this 
learning platform to 
create synergies with other 
projects in the region, 
share experiences and 
good practice and build 
partnerships for future 
actions that ensure that 
rural communities can 
increase their access to 
nutritious foods.

Judith Francis
Senior Programme 
Coordinator, Science  
and Technology Policy  
at CTA and Leader of  
the Promoting Nutritious 
Food Systems in the 
Pacific project

“

© CTA/Nawsheen Hosenally

Matai Seremaiah Nawalu,
Minis ter of  Agriculture,  
Vanuatu
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Traditional markets vs supermarkets 

A visit to two very different retail outlets in Port Vila gave participants in the 
Learning Journey a clear idea of  the contrast between traditional food systems 
and the new westernised trends that are rapidly gaining ground in Vanuatu. On 
the one hand was the traditional food market, a busy venue filled with small stands 
selling local fresh produce and some agri-processed food items, such as chips made 
from bananas and oils made from indigenous nuts. In complete contrast was the 
town’s main supermarket, whose shelves are stocked with imported goods, such as 
noodles, soft drinks and canned foods.  

© CTA/Jana Dietershagen © CTA/Jana Dietershagen
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Youth agri-entrepreneurs point to  
a bright future in agribusiness03
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With one in four young people unemployed in the Pacific region and the 
population expected to double by 2050, there is an urgent need to create new 
jobs to halt the rural exodus and migration, and alleviate social tensions linked 
to joblessness and poverty. In the South Pacific, one quarter of  the population of  
10 million is between the ages of  15 and 30 and each year, 16,000 highly skilled 
Pacific islanders leave their countries for better paid jobs in Australia and New 
Zealand. Agriculture, which continues to be one of  the main drivers of  most 
Pacific island economies, offers valuable opportunities for youth employment, 
especially when combined with a business approach, while contributing to the 
challenge of  feeding a growing population. 

Successful youth entrepreneurs from a range of  African, Caribbean and Pacific 
countries were among those taking part in the Learning Journey during the PWA 
as youth ambassadors, sharing critical success factors and lessons learned. By 
presenting their own start-up agribusiness ventures during a High-Level Panel 
Discussion on Promoting Youth Agri-Entrepreneurship, and discussing some of  
the pitfalls they encountered and the solutions they found to overcome them, these 
agripreneurs showed participants that there can be a bright future in agriculture. 
Accessing credit emerged as the most significant hurdle for most young 
agripreneurs, who called for more support in the areas of  enabling and innovative 
policies and finance mechanisms.

Part of  the challenge of  drawing youth into the agriculture sector lies in 
identifying areas of  commercial activity that will be attractive to young people, 
the session heard. Many of  them are reluctant to follow in the footsteps of  
previous generations who worked as farmers or fishers. Agribusinesses, particularly 
those based on information and communication technologies (ICTs) and high 
value processing, can present a more appealing image, helping to engage youth 
entrepreneurship in the agrifood sector.

Elvis Ouma is the co-director of  the high-tech company M-Fodder in Kenya, 
which matches suppliers of  hydroponically grown animal fodder with livestock 
farmers, ensuring delivery of  the product once the deal has been agreed. Ouma 
developed this successful SMS-based platform in his final year of  studying 
agriculture at the University of  Kenya. He designed the business model to address 
the shortfalls farmers face in accessing reasonably priced fodder to increase 
productivity amid the country’s rapidly growing demand for milk and meat. The 
start-up currently has 10,000 subscribers and Ouma is now planning to expand it 
to other East African countries. Other young agripreneurs presenting their 

In Tonga, agriculture is 
seen as the last option for 
youth in choosing a career. 
Our project gives hands-
on training, introduces 
technologies and offers 
financial support to try to 
change that mindset.

Lorfan Ingomenia 
Pomana
Project Officer, 
Mainstreaming of Rural 
Development Innovation 
(MORDI) Tonga Trust

“

The median age in 
Vanuatu is 21.1. As a 
region, we must invest in 
our youth. Our youths 
need to be encouraged to 
be innovative and creative.

Matai Seremaiah 
Nawalu
Minister of Agriculture, 
Livestock, Forestry, 
Fisheries and Biosecurity, 
Vanuatu

“

© CTA/Jana Dietershagen 
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business models during the panel included David Thomas, co-founder of  an 
e-commerce business in Trinidad, whose selling point is making fresh local agrifood 
products available online (see page 18). 

Evidence shows that young women face greater difficulties than men in entering 
both formal and informal labour markets. For example, in Tonga, unemployment 
rates are 15% among young females, compared with 10% among young males. 
Two young business women told the panel audience how they had launched 
and developed successful ventures based on agriculture, to create livelihoods for 
themselves and other young people in rural communities. Feofaaki Sakalia Fou has 
set up a small company producing banana chips in Niue and seen it turn into a 
thriving business, which has secured an outlet in Auckland, New Zealand, as well 
as servicing local markets (see page 20). In Burkina Faso, Nawsheen Hosenally, 
a national from the Republic of  Mauritius, runs Agribusiness TV, a web-based 
television service of  which she is co-founder. Covering 12 African countries and 
producing more than 75 videos featuring success stories of  young agricultural 
entrepreneurs, Agribusiness TV, seeks to inspire youth to embrace agricultural jobs 
along the value chain. Hosenally has more than six years’ experience in promoting 
youth involvement in agriculture through the use of  ICTs and is a firm believer 
that if  youth engagement in agriculture is strengthened, more jobs will be created, 
and food security will be improved.

From the Solomon Islands, Hinima Charles described her work as group leader 
for the Pacific Community’s Youth@Work Programme, which provides internships 
combined with training in work-related skills and key development issues, 
together with mentoring support in order to guide young people towards a career 
pathway that leads to paid work or to starting their own business. From Tonga, 
Lorfan Ingomenia Pomana outlined his work in the Mainstreaming of  Rural 
Development Innovation (MORDI) Tonga Trust, an NGO seeking to contribute 
to sustainable, improved livelihoods of  vulnerable communities, especially youth 
and women living in remote rural areas, by providing on-the job skills training and 
the implementation of  community development projects. 

If  our friends from 
Kenya, Mauritius and 
Trinidad & Tobago can 
make it big, we from the 
Pacific can also achieve 
greater things. It’s not 
about the challenges, 
it’s about providing the 
opportunities!

Kaliova Nadumu
Project Manager –  
Fiji Agricultural 
Partnership Project

“
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A second panel, featuring financiers, policy-makers and development partners, 
responded to the detailed issues raised by the youth and shared their programmes 
and plans for stimulating and facilitating youth entrepreneurship and employment. 
Among subjects under discussion were the policy and institutional framework 
needed, as well as opportunities for skills development, mentorship, and equal 
opportunities for young women and men in the Pacific. The recommendations 
from this session are outlined below.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The session on youth agri-entrepreneurs produced a communiqué with five key 
recommendations: 

1  CREATE AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT 

• Provide national budgetary allocations that can attract matching private 
investments in youth enterprise development.

• Develop specialised public-private stimulus packages and other innovative 
products which can catapult youth-led businesses from one level to the next.

• Support bottom-up, youth-driven inter-ministerial policy planning, development 
and implementation.

2  INCREASE ACCESS TO FINANCE 

• Diversify financial instruments and modify conditions for business loans/credit 
– most funding criteria make youth ineligible.

• Provide targeted microfinancing for unemployed/underemployed youth.

• Develop new tools/metrics to determine the potential growth of  youth-led 
businesses; go beyond net worth.

3  INCREASE ACCESS TO SUPPORT SERVICES 

• Facilitate the development of  social networks of  like-minded youth agri-
entrepreneurs, e.g. a youth agribusiness academy.

• Support business-to-business mentorship and peer-to-peer learning schemes.

© CTA/Nawsheen Hosenally
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4  INVEST IN EDUCATION/TRAINING/SKILLS/TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT  

• Create conditions for continuous education, learning and innovation – invest 
in technology space with a focus on ICT-enabled agri-enterprise development. 
Teach technical and business skills from an early age.

• Emphasise personal development as much as professional development.

5  STRENGTHEN PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN GOVERNMENTS, 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS, FINANCIERS AND YOUTH. 

Caribbean e-commerce venture sources local agrifood 
products 

David Thomas waited for two weeks before confessing to his parents that he had 
given up his safe job in a bank to launch a risky venture selling agrifood products 
online in his native Trinidad.

“I pretended I was on sick leave. In the Caribbean, having a job in a bank was 
something that you held on to, and the idea of  online shopping was not at all 
popular, so it was quite risky,” recalls Thomas, who was 34 when he made the 
decision that would change his life.

The idea for an agribusiness selling fresh fruit, vegetables, meat and dairy products 
via a web-based platform had its beginnings when Thomas, who grew up in 
a fishing village, began taking orders of  fresh packaged seafood products and 
condiments to colleagues at the bank. Realising there was a vast untapped market 
for time-pressed people wanting high quality produce, the young entrepreneur 
teamed up with business partner Rachel Renie to launch D’Market Movers, the 
first venture of  its kind in the entire Caribbean region. 

I was keen to come 
and tell my story. I’m 
very happy to share my 
experience, and I hope 
that it will inspire other 
young people.

David Thomas
Chief Executive Officer, 
D’Market Movers, 
Trinidad and Tobago

“

© David Thomas © D’Market Movers
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That was in 2009, and the fledgling company started with a customer base of  just 
15 clients. Now, eight years later, the business has 1,300 customers in the retail, 
wholesale and corporate sectors, sourcing from a network of  more than 250 
farmers and providing secure market access for producers able to offer top quality 
agrifood products. Between 2015 and 2016, the company had 500,000 visits to its 
website and sold 50,000 products.

D’Market Movers places a strong focus on local agrifood items produced with 
good agricultural practices. It makes use of  social media to post images of  local 
producers growing and processing the products it sells.

“We try to give the gift of  time to people who lead busy lives, and health too, by 
encouraging farmers who produce organically, or at least with good agricultural 
practices,” said Thomas, now 41. “We want to encourage people to take advantage 
of  what Trinidad has to offer, as well as to cut down on our country’s import bill.” 

Sourcing credit to launch the business was the biggest problem, although Thomas 
eventually identified a microfinance institution willing to extend a small loan.

“Financing is always the first hurdle in a venture like ours, and coaching is also 
very important,” he said. “If  we had had some mentoring when we started out, it 
would have saved us a great deal of  time.” 

© D’Market Movers © D’Market Movers
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From small beginnings to export for young agriprocessor 

As a young girl, Feofaaki Sakalia Fou grew up watching her mother make plantain 
chips and selling them at market to earn an income for her family in Niue. But 
when Fou stepped in to take over the reins, she decided to take the home-based 
business to a new level. In the five years since Fou first began working in the 
business, alongside her other job of  caring for the elderly, she has expanded it to  
a degree she would never have thought possible. She has registered the venture 
as a company and branched out into making coconut ice blocks to serve as a 
nutritious ice lolly. As well as supplying a local supermarket, grocery store, café and 
resort on her own island, she has recently secured an export market in Auckland, 
New Zealand.

“That’s a real step up,” said Fou, 30, who has given up her day job to focus on her 
business. “I soon realised that I could make much more money running my own 
business than I ever could have as a salaried worker.”

Together with her husband, Fou ploughed all her savings into expanding the 
business. She buys her products from local farmers, so had to learn how to 
negotiate with them, though she has since planted her own small plantation, where 
she takes her three children to inspire them for the future.

“Investing in agribusiness is high risk, and to succeed you must have passion and 
commitment, and be prepared to work hard and go the extra mile,” said the young 
agriprocessor. “But after five years in business I feel self-confident. I have secured a 
bright future for my family, my community and for local farmers.”  

I wanted to come on this 
Learning Journey to offer 
my experience. It’s good 
to let young entrepreneurs 
know what you have  
gone through in the 
business world.

Feofaaki Sakalia Fou
owner of a plantain chip 
agribusiness in Niue

“

© Feofaaki Sakalia Fou © Shutterstock/Davdeka
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A healthy income for farmers, a healthy diet for consumers

Kalais-Jade Stanley Chewlit had to mortgage her home in Samoa to launch 
Nourish Café, an agribusiness venture based on locally sourced food and 
beverages. No formal lending institute would consider giving this enterprising 
young woman a loan, not least because the formula she was proposing was untried 
and untested in this Pacific nation.

“Before, the only products on offer where I live were burgers and chips,” said 
Chewlit, who previously worked with Women in Business Development Inc. 
(WIBDI) as organic certification manager. The Samoa-based organisation works 
with 1,000 vulnerable farming families, linking them to markets. It was partly 
the experience of  working with WIBDI that inspired Chewlit to set up her own 
business in the catering sector.

“I wanted to work with the farmers I had been involved with at WIBDI from a 
different perspective, helping to provide them with a sustainable income stream,” 
she said. “I also wanted to change consumer mindsets, introducing them to  
local products that were considered poor people’s food and making them tasty  
and appealing.”

Fresh ingredients account for 70% of  those served in dishes at Nourish Café, 
including taro, local spinach – lau pele – breadfruit, herbs and coconuts. Instead of  
serving French fries, Chewlit offers taro or breadfruit fries, and instead of  serving 
tomato ketchup, she provides a relish made of  starfruit.

Aside from the steady flow of  customers wanting to eat at her café, and try some 
of  her innovative dishes, further proof  that this young businesswoman is on the 
right track can be seen from the fact that a number of  other eateries have now 
opened, all of  them based on local products. Far from being worried by the 
competition, Chewlit feels gratified. As the saying goes, imitation is the highest 
form of  flattery.

I came on this Learning 
Journey because now 
that I’m part of  the 
agri-tourism business in 
the Pacific, I’m really 
interested in seeing what 
other people are doing  
in the region. Also, I’m 
keen to see what is  
being done to sustain 
agriculture for youth in 
other Pacific countries,  
to encourage youth to  
stay in the villages.

Kalais-Jade Stanley 
Chewlit
owner of Nourish Café, 
Samoa, offering dishes 
based on local products

“

© CTA/Jana Dietershagen
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04 Value chains for better nutrition 
and higher rural incomes
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With a strong focus on value chains based on local nutritious foods, the Promoting 
Nutritious Food Systems in the Pacific project seeks to foster the adoption of  healthier 
eating habits in Pacific communities, while improving revenues for producers, 
processors and other players in the agrifood sector. By developing ‘nutrition-
sensitive’ value chains for priority agrifood products, the initiative is seeking to 
improve the nutritional status and long-term financial and physical health of  poor 
rural communities, especially women and young children. Some 40,000 farmers 
and fisher folk are expected to benefit from these value chains. 

A side event during the PWA unveiled progress made in analysing value chains 
with prospects for promoting healthier diets in Pacific communities, and generating 
income for producers, processors and other actors. The consumption of  relatively 
cheap imported processed foods as people move towards a more urbanised western 
lifestyle is contributing to serious health problems in the region. More than 50% 
– and in some cases up to 90% – of  the population is overweight, according 
to the World Health Organization. Other nutrition-related health problems 
include anaemia, stunting in children and a rapid increase in NCDs, especially 
cardiovascular conditions, diabetes, cancer and chronic respiratory diseases. Aside 
from the human cost of  death and disability, these health problems place a severe 
burden on health and socio-economic development.

Designed to spur joint actions that can enhance value chain performance and 
offer sustainable income opportunities, the session explored mechanisms for 
improving coordination and accelerating innovation in policy and practice in order 
to upgrade Pacific priority value chains. A range of  nutritious and potentially 
profitable value chains has been selected as part of  the project, including fruits and 
vegetables, coconuts, root crops, fish and cattle in the case of  Vanuatu, the main 
producer of  beef  in the region. 

A study commissioned through the project, in early 2017, and carried out by the 
Pacific Islands Farmers Organisation (PIFON) to map priority nutrition-sensitive 
value chains in Fiji, Samoa, the Solomon Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu, revealed 
a range of  challenges, including a high preference for cheap imported food 
that is easier to prepare and a tendency by policy-makers to underestimate the 
size of  domestic markets in the region. Common problems identified for value 
chain players were inadequate access to finance, markets, infrastructure, training 
and extension and storage facilities, together with difficult and costly transport, 
especially between remote islands. Despite these constraints, there are clear 
opportunities for drawing Pacific farmers into nutrition-sensitive value chains, 
though education will be key to improving linkages and building trust among 
actors, the workshop heard.

As part of  the Learning Journey strategy of  exchanging experiences and building 
synergies, three initiatives financed by the International Fund for Agricultural 
Development (IFAD) were presented. These were:

• The The Partnership in High Value Agriculture Project (PHVA), targeting 
200 farmers in Fiji, to increase capacity, strengthen market linkages and set up 
finance facilities.

• The Rural Development Programme, which is seeking to increase productivity 
and profitability by providing agribusiness support to commercialise sustainable 
agricultural activities and improve value chain efficiency in the Solomon Islands.

Detailed value chain 
studies carried out in 
various Pacific countries 
identified bottlenecks and 
shared priorities. Key 
findings were problems of  
access to finance, market 
access and infrastructure, 
market information, 
training and extension, 
and transport difficulties.

Patrick Polacsek
European Union 
Delegation, Fiji

“
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• The Tonga Rural Innovation Project (TRIP), which is helping 60 rural 
communities that are vulnerable to natural disaster to develop sustainable 
livelihoods that are resilient to climate change.

A platform to link value chain actors

An online tool to connect value chain actors, link them to information and help 
them to share experiences has been developed as part of  the Promoting Nutritious 
Food Systems in the Pacific project.

The value chain coordinating/agricultural innovation (VCC/AI) platform will 
enable players with an interest in a particular value chain to access information 
on key issues and build synergies, communicating with each other through virtual 
channels to maintain dialogue and share ideas remotely. The tool will complement 
face-to-face interaction conducted during national and regional meetings and 
training workshops.

“If  we have to sum it up, the platform is an online support tool for people 
involved in the project,” said Pier Andrea Pirani, a knowledge sharing and 
online collaboration consultant who was involved in developing the tool in close 
consultation with project partners. “It is going to be the key to networking and 
building relationships among value chain actors.”

Users of  the platform will be able to access a library of  key resources, as well as 
curated information distilled from studies and other sources. They will also have 
a space for dialogue, where they can conduct conversations using a range of  
channels, including e-mail, social media and the platform website.

“This is one of  the key elements. It will allow actors to start and continue 
conversations on issues that are important to them, by country, or within different 
sub-groups, for example on specific crops,” said Pirani. “We want people to 
participate with the least effort possible. It’s about giving choice to the user to 
select the way of  communicating that suits them best.”

https://innov4agpacific.pipso.org.fj/

© CTA/Jana Dietershagen

https://innov4agpacific.pipso.org.fj/
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RECOMMENDATIONS

 Opportunities exist to expand domestic markets (home consumption, school, 
tourism/hospitality); increase productivity; improve product and process 
efficiency; enhance earnings; address the food and nutrition challenges 
confronting the region; build on lessons from value chain farmer training 
programmes and IFAD projects; and strengthen partnerships at national and 
regional level to increase impact. 

 Constraints include limited/lack of  market information and access (especially 
for domestic markets); lack of/limited data on smallholder farmers; limited 
access to information, technology and finances; remoteness of  farmers, lack 
of/limited infrastructure; limited technical, financial, marketing and business 
training/knowledge/skills; lack of  coordination; mistrust and breakdowns in 
relationships between and among value chain actors.

 The value chain coordinating/agricultural innovation (VCC/AI) platform 
will be a useful mechanism for building relationships and improving trust 
among value chain actors. Work should continue with partners to improve 
the online functionalities and to identify the capacity needs for designing 
face-to-face training and dialogue sessions. This is to ensure that value  
chain actors can effectively develop and implement joint actions that 
improve policies and product and process efficiencies for upgrading priority 
‘nutrition-sensitive’ value chains.

 For the VCC/AI platform to work effectively at national level and to build 
synergies among key stakeholders and ongoing initiatives, the specific needs 
and capacities of  each country and user must be addressed. Decisions must 
be taken on the priority value chains for each country and the champions/ 
facilitators need to be identified and nurtured as soon as possible. The 
online platform alone is not sufficient; it must be supported by face-to-face 
interaction to build trust among stakeholders.

Mapping priority nutrition-sensitive value chains  
in the Pacific

An analysis of  priority-nutrition sensitive value chains carried out by PIFON in 
partnership with CTA in five Pacific countries – Fiji, Samoa, the Solomon Islands, 
Tonga and Vanuatu – revealed a number of  key messages:

• The Pacific islands are facing serious problems linked to high consumption of  
imported processed foods.

• Imported food is cheaper and easier to prepare, and consume.

• More than 50% (and in some cases 90%) of  the Pacific population is 
overweight.

• In some countries, more than one-fifth of  children and pregnant women are 
anaemic. 
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• There is a widely held public perception that imported food is superior to  
local food.

• Policy-makers often underestimate the size and value of  domestic markets. 

• There is a need to add value to local produce, introduce greater convenience, 
while trying to minimise the reduction in nutritional value. 

• Technical knowledge for the processing of  domestically grown food is generally 
inadequate in the Pacific islands.

• Inappropriate labelling requirements for imported processed food products 
create unfair competition for domestically grown food products.     

• Imported sugary drinks and fried snacks need to be replaced with more 
nutritious, but desirable alternatives for children.

• Well-designed school food programmes can have a major impact on improving 
nutrition and enhancing domestic agriculture.

• Improved planting material is crucial to increase quality and consumer 
acceptability of  locally grown fruit and vegetables.

• The successful development of  a horticultural export industry will produce 
spin-off benefits to local consumers. 

• It is important to spread the seasonal availability of  locally grown food to 
increase overall consumption.

• Public investment in fresh produce market infrastructure produces high returns. 

• High post-harvest and handling losses associated with marketing domestically 
grown fruit and vegetables increase prices for urban consumers and reduce 
returns to all value chain actors.  

Looking at the bigger picture

Convincing farmers to become part of  an established value chain is not always an 
easy task. But with dialogue and perseverance, many farmers soon begin to see 
the advantages. A study to assess the impact of  value chain training by PIFON in 
three Pacific countries – Fiji, Tonga and Vanuatu – revealed clear benefits in terms 
of  production, marketing and sales, with most value chain actors persuaded that 
they were doing better than if  they had worked exclusively on their own.

Bottlenecks remain, however, and often there is mistrust in value chains, with 
farmers blaming buyers, and especially exporters, of  taking an unfair slice 
of  the profits. The solution, say those working in promoting value chains, is 
communication and transparency.

“As a result of  mistrust, some value chains break down, and it is difficult to retrieve 
them,” said Soane Patolo, project manager for the Tonga Rural Information 
project, which is helping 60 vulnerable communities in this Pacific island nation to 
develop sustainable livelihoods. “We are trying to address this by working closely 
with all actors in the value chain.”
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Towards a sustainable future in Fiji

On the Fijian island of  Taveuni, where the majority of  people are farmers, a rapid 
shift from subsistence to commercial farming had devastating consequences for the 
environment. Trees were felled on a massive scale to make way for production of  
cash crops such as taro, mainly destined for export.

To address the problem, and guide farmers towards more sustainable practices, the 
Tei Tei Taveuni farmers’ organisation was launched. It set up a soil school, which 
quickly revealed that farmers were needlessly using too many chemical fertilisers, 
and that by cutting down trees, they were destroying valuable organic matter.

“It was clear that our farming practices had to change,” said the organisation’s 
chairman Alan Petersen. Easier said than done. The organic fertiliser 
recommended in place of  the chemical one was not readily available at prices and 
in quantities suited to small-scale producers.

A revolving fund enabled the farmers’ organisation to import the organic fertiliser 
from Australia, before repackaging it in smaller quantities that its smallholder 
members could afford. An agroforestry programme showed farmers that 
they could plant trees while earning an income from them at the same time. 
Meanwhile, severe drought and a hurricane in 2016 brought home to producers 
the harsh fact that climate change was a reality that their own bad agricultural 
practices could only make worse.

“It has been very difficult to persuade farmers to give up their old ways, and it 
has been a huge hurdle to overcome,” said Petersen. “But slowly they are coming 
round and proving receptive to new sustainable ideas.”

We have introduced 
farmers to the value chain 
way of  thinking. Once we 
showed them the value 
chain approach, their 
whole mindset changed.

Lavinia Kaumaitotoya
Programme Manager, 
Pacific Islands Farmers 
Organisation (PIFON)

“

© CTA/Jana Dietershagen © Shutterstock/Don Mammoser
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Lapita Café – adding value to Pacific agrifood produce

For agribusiness owner Votausi Mackenzie-Reur, the wholefood café that she runs 
from her home on the outskirts of  Port Vila is far more than an outlet to serve and 
sell food. This nutritionist-turned agripreneur sees her business as a way of  helping 
island farmers to find a market, and of  persuading consumers in her country to 
eat local, nutritious products. 

“We have a lot of  problems with NCDs here in Vanuatu. I wanted to promote 
some of  our local foods and persuade people, especially youth, that our food 
products are the best,” said the café owner. 

Almost all the ingredients used in products at Lapita Café are sourced from local 
farmers, many of  whom live in the remote outer islands. These are shipped 
over by airplane or boat, before being turned into a range of  agrifood products, 
including chutney made from tamarind and mangoes, pawpaw relish, pawpaw 
and ginger jam and home-made cookies, whose aroma wafts out of  the kitchen as 
Mackenzie-Reur explains her conviction that local products are best.

It was these cookies, made with 50% local cassava (manioc) flour and including 
various other ingredients such as ginger and coconut, that helped to propel this 
small cottage business up to the next level when, in 2005, the national airline Air 
Vanuatu agreed to supply them to clients on their flights.

“That marked a turning point for us,” said Mackenzie-Reur, who has just obtained 
organic certification for the manioc flour used in some of  her products. Sales are 
booming, and the café owner is now planning to introduce locally grown canarium 
nuts into her range.

“The market for those is huge,” she says. She is also working on producing recipes, 
so that clients can use more local products in their own homes.  “I believe we need 
to show the world we have beautiful products that we can add value to, so that we 
can replace some of  the imported foodstuffs Pacific people are eating,” she said. 
“And I also believe it is important to support the local farmers who produce these 
wonderful products.” 

© CTA/Clare Pedrick © CTA/Nawsheen Hosenally
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Tanna Coffee – generating incomes for island farmers

Over the past two decades, Tanna Coffee has flourished, providing livelihoods for 
more than 1,000 farmers, and largely replacing imported coffee in Vanuatu, where 
it is based. With help from the company, which offers training and access to inputs, 
the producers who supply Tanna Coffee have substantially increased production 
and revenues. Many of  them have now received certification for organic 
production. A further 4,000 islanders earn income from processing, packaging  
and sales.

Like many producers, the coffee farmers received a severe setback in March 2015 
when Cyclone Pam swept over the island of  Tanna, along with much of  the rest of  
Vanuatu, destroying 30,000 coffee trees and most of  the processing infrastructure.

The agribusiness company is back in production, helping farmers to rebuild their 
plantations and increasing sales, both to domestic markets and abroad. It has 
moved into agri-tourism, opening a visitors’ centre near Port Vila, where up to 100 
people a day come to see how the coffee is made, and taste the finished product.

The next stage will be expanding into intercropping, planting fruit, vegetables and 
essential oil crops. The aim is to generate extra income for farmers, and provide an 
opportunity for island producers to benefit from value addition.  

© CTA/Clare Pedrick © CTA/Clare Pedrick
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Agri-tourism for sustainable  
economic growth05
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In many Pacific island countries, a common denominator is their reliance on 
two main sources of  revenue – agriculture and tourism. Evidence shows that 
combining the two sectors offers strong potential for generating jobs and incomes 
for local communities, as well as revenues for national governments. This linkage, 
known as agri-tourism, forms a critical pillar of  the strategy adopted by the 
Promoting Nutritious Food Systems in the Pacific project, and a workshop organised as 
part of  the Learning Journey showed that it offers opportunities for sustainable 
economic growth. The event, New Opportunities in the Agri-tourism Sector in the Pacific, 
featured a panel discussion between policy-makers from both agriculture and 
tourism, as well as entrepreneurs and representatives of  the hospitality sector. 
Sharing best practices in policy and agribusiness development in the region, the 
workshop examined gaps in the supply chain and the support needed to advance 
the agri-tourism agenda in the region.

Organised by the Vanuatu Government, PIPSO, the South Pacific Tourism 
Organisation (SPTO), the International Fund for Agricultural Development 
(IFAD) and the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA), 
the event heard details of  concrete steps taken by several Pacific countries to 
establish a policy framework on agri-tourism, including progress made and 
obstacles still to be overcome in serving tourism markets with agricultural products 
and services. The Pacific has seen an annual growth rate of  4.3% for tourism over 
the past six years, with predictions that its economic contribution to the region will 
reach US$4.4 billion by 2019, according to SPTO. The World Bank estimates that 
tourism will create an additional 127,600 jobs in the region by 2040. Since 2014, 
CTA, PIPSO and partners have been working to highlight the scope for harnessing 
rapidly growing tourist markets to provide revenues for local farmers and value 
chain actors in the region.

Despite the market opportunities offered by tourism to the agriculture sector,  
many Pacific countries have yet to exploit the potential for showcasing local 
agrifood products, according to panellists. Between 25 and 35% of  all tourist 
expenditure is on food, yet surveys show many tourists are disappointed by their 
culinary experiences in the Pacific. 

We know that agri-tourism 
offers a good opportunity 
for farmers, given that 
we have very little 
opportunity to compete in 
international markets.

Tai Matatumua
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Samoa

“

© Raimon Kataotao
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In Vanuatu, a survey revealed that 60% of  food consumed by tourists is imported, 
most or all of  which could have been produced in-country. The country is now 
pursuing an active strategy to ensure that even remote island communities can 
access tourist revenues by supplying products and services. Fiji leads the Pacific 
in terms of  tourist arrivals with 1 million visitors each year, accounting for 40% 
of  all tourists in the region. Product quality has improved, though organising the 
country’s producers, 80% of  whom are small-scale farmers, remains a challenge, 
as does developing better product packaging and presentation.

A number of  other countries are putting in place policies to forge closer ties 
between agriculture and tourism. With support from CTA, IFAD, PIPSO and 
other partners, Samoa and Vanuatu have developed a policy framework for agri-
tourism ensuring contribution from key ministries, including agriculture, tourism, 
trade and health and the private sector. In Samoa, an agri-tourism policy is aiming 
for sustainable development, making greater use not just of  local food products, 
but also handicrafts and services. Initiatives include organic night markets, awards 
for hotels and restaurants using local food, training in use of  local agrifood 
produce and products, and the setting up of  an agri-tourism park to showcase local 
products. Fiji and the Solomon Islands are in the process of  developing similar 
policy frameworks. 

In most Pacific countries, unreliable produce quality and quantity are key 
constraints to greater use of  local food products by hotels and restaurants, 
including those from the fisheries sector. Progress is being hampered by lack of  
a coordinated approach. A session on building supply and demand in the agri-
tourism sector shared field experiences and lessons learned from the private sector 
in capturing the opportunities in the tourism market in expanding local sourcing 
and promoting local cuisine. The Chefs for Development strategy, being developed 
in parts of  the South Pacific, as well as in the Caribbean and the Indian Ocean, 
is seeking to promote stronger linkages between value chain actors in the culinary 
and agriculture sectors, with a view to enhancing the content of  healthier, locally 
sourced food and agrifood products in menus served in hospitality outlets. The 
initiative is being coordinated by CTA, together with the Inter-American Institute 
for Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA), PIPSO, the Pacific Community (SPC), 
SPTO, IFAD, WIBDI, farmers’ organisations, agribusinesses and chefs themselves. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

 Improve value addition, processing equipment, package labelling and  
food safety.

 Put greater focus on developing fishery products and experiences. 

 Provide support for improving quality and develop innovative ways of  
engaging small-scale producers and fisher folk in value chains.

 Support farmers and farming communities in improving collection, 
distribution and quality.

Both agriculture and 
tourism are significant 
for Fiji. Agriculture 
employs two-thirds of  the 
population, and tourism 
is an important source of  
revenue.

Uraia Waibuta
Deputy Secretary for 
Agricultural Development, 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fiji

“
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Agriculture + tourism = good prospects for young  
Pacific islanders

When Kaboua John heard tourists complain about the poor standard of  
accommodation on Abaiang Island in his native Kiribati, he realised there were 
opportunities to be seized – if  only he could find the information and the money 
to tap them. As a young farmers’ representative working for the Ministry of  
Agriculture, his salary was modest, and he knew nothing at all about constructing 
buildings, or about tourism.

Nothing daunted, this enterprising young man, still in his mid-twenties, turned 
to the Internet, and spent hours watching video clips on YouTube. He used his 
mobile phone to build up data on where visitors were coming from, and the 
type of  holiday they sought. He soon realised that tourists wanted an authentic 
experience, living in clean accommodation built with local materials.

The result was an ecolodge, with beach bungalows constructed on stilts from 
banyan and coconut trees, paid for by relatives and community members, with the 
promise they would be reimbursed as soon as visitors started to arrive.

That took less time than anyone expected. Today, John’s ecolodge, Terau Beach 
Bungalows, attracts visitors from all over Europe, as well as from Australia and 
New Zealand, drawn not just by the stunningly beautiful white sandy beach, but 
also by the comfortable bungalows. Many of  the clients enjoy eating dishes served 
by the cook John now hires in the kitchen.

“My passion has become combining agriculture with tourism,” said John, 28. 
“I learned everything from YouTube, spending a lot of  time every evening after 
work downloading clips on anything you could imagine – designing the ecolodge, 
making the beds in the bungalows, doing the landscaping. I even used it to create 
my website, though some friends from New Zealand also gave me help with that.” 

It’s very hard to engage 
youth with agriculture. 
They see it as dirty work, 
but my agri-tourism 
business shows that you 
can make agriculture 
interesting and profitable, 
with a little imagination 
and a lot of  hard work.

Kaboua John
Kiribati agri-tourism 
entrepreneur 

“

© CTA/Jana Dietershagen © Raimon Kataotao
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Talking to other young people, John says some see his ecolodge as a model. He has 
made a point of  hiring other youths to work in his agri-tourism venture.

“Everyone who works at my ecolodge is young,” said John. “I have trained them. 
And all of  them are local people, who might otherwise have moved away.”

The Pacific, an increasingly popular tourist destination

Tourism is growing rapidly in the Pacific region, opening up new opportunities 
for rural actors able to tap this lucrative market in a sustainable manner. The 
following figures offer an idea of  the scope.

Farmer clusters ensure a regular supply of  high quality 
produce 

Issues of  poor overall quality, supply and distribution are common constraints 
when it comes to involving rural farmers in tourist-related value chains. Hotels 
and restaurants complain that they cannot rely on small-scale producers to 
produce the quality they require, in the volumes needed, on a regular basis. 

2m
The total number of visitors 
to the region in 2016

4.3% 
Growth in tourism 
over the past 6 years US$4.4bn

Expected tourism contribution  
to the region by 2019

Some 40% of visitors  
to the Pacific choose  
Fiji for their holidays

Fiji

Surveys show that most 
tourists are disappointed with 
the food they are served

25–35% 
of tourism expenditure  
in the region is on food

Source: SPTO
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With support from CTA, IFAD and SPC, Fijian commercial farming company 
Joes Farms is grouping farmers into clusters and setting up collection centres in 
remote locations. The produce is fetched and trucked to a central depot, where it 
is graded and assessed for quality and food safety, before being delivered to tourist 
outlets, including hotels, cruise ships  
and yachts.

“Farmers are given seedlings, help with irrigation and other production inputs, 
as well as support in complying with HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical 
Control Points) and GlobalGAP (Good Agricultural Practices) requirements,” said 
Savenaca Cakacaka Waqainabete, a business development analyst who presented 
the innovative system at the PWA. “The idea is to involve rural farmers in value 
chains, especially those aimed at the tourism market.”

CONCLUSION

Developing value chains to increase the availability of, and access to nutritious 
agrifood products, and promoting agribusiness for young entrepreneurs, offers 
prospects for improving the dietary intake of  Pacific people, while increasing 
incomes for small-scale producers and other rural players. Improving value chain 
coordination and developing agri-tourism potential have particular scope for 
income generation and for linking smallholders to lucrative markets. This three-
pronged strategy, identified as part of  the Promoting Nutritious Food Systems in the 
Pacific project, merits further analysis and action as a pathway for addressing some 
of  the key challenges currently affecting health, nutrition and incomes in many 
Pacific island states.  

For these approaches to be successful, a range of  interventions will have to be set 
in place. These include the introduction of  cross-sectoral policies, with greater 
coordination and cooperation between various ministries and value chains 
actors, practical support in the areas of  education, training, skills and technology 
development, greater private and public investment and improved agrifinance, and 
stronger partnerships between governments, development partners, the private 
sector and youth.   

Knowledge sharing and cross-learning can do much to advance the process, so 
that actors in value chains, youth agripreneurship and other key areas can share 
experiences, be inspired by successful models, and exchange ideas on innovation 
and how to overcome obstacles on the path to sustainable development.

This learning journey provided a platform for building partnerships and an 
agenda for change. A sense of  shared ownership will be critical in reaching a 
consensus to develop national and regional roadmaps for upgrading nutrition-
sensitive value chains that can help to promote improved food and nutrition, 
secure sustainable incomes and bolster the resilience of  Pacific communities.
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Annex 2: Articles published from the Learning Journey side 
events at the Pacific Week of  Agriculture

The first Pacific Week of  Agriculture (PWA) opened this week in Port Vila, 
Vanuatu. Taking the theme CROPS – Culture, Resilience, Opportunities, Products, 
Sustainability, the PWA sets out to foster dialogue and commitment for realising the 
potential of  agriculture in a region that is facing a number of  economic, social and 
environmental challenges. 

During the five-day event, which runs from October 16 to 20, the Technical 
Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA) has teamed up with the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and the Pacific Islands 
Private Sector Organisation (PIPSO) to organise a series of  workshops that  
explore mechanisms for upgrading priority ‘nutrition-sensitive’ value chains and 
increasing investments in youth agri-entrepreneurship and the agri-tourism sector 
in the Pacific.

“The PWA brings together multiple stakeholders to reflect on key issues, in 
agriculture, food and nutrition in Pacific island countries. It provides the context 
for joint learning and decision-making,” said Judith Francis, Senior Programme 
Coordinator of  Science and Technology Policy at CTA and Leader of  the 
Pacific Flagship Project, which focuses on Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Samoa, 
Solomon Islands, Tonga, and Vanuatu. “We want to use this learning platform 
to create synergies with other projects in the region, share experiences and 
good practice and build partnerships for future actions that ensure that rural 
communities can increase their access to nutritious foods.” 

Among the challenges that the region faces are nutrition related health problems 
fuelled by high levels of  food imports, declining agricultural productivity, the 
impacts of  climate change, as well as high youth unemployment and rural to 
urban migration.

The PWA Opening Ceremony was held at Independence Park, against the 
background of  an extensive showcase event that was organised for the second 
Vanuatu Agritourism Festival. A range of  items from virgin coconut oil to coffee 
and kava, handwoven baskets, home-made soaps and fabrics, many of  them 
targeting the burgeoning tourism market, were on display. Chefs training sessions 
were launched and will be featured throughout the week.

Speakers at the Opening Ceremony highlighted the potential for strengthening 
agri-tourism linkages as a pathway for rural development. Increasing the efficiency 
of  agricultural production is an essential prerequisite, they said, as is improving 
farm mechanisation, developing value chains and educating both farmers and 
consumers on the nutritional value of  local crops, fish and livestock and the health 
benefits of  diversified diets.

Vanuatu’s Minister of  Agriculture Matai Seremaiah Nawalu noted that in 
Vanuatu, many farmers and their households did not eat the food they produced.

“Farmers are moving into more commercial crops to make money, but they and 
their families do not eat local,” said the Minister. “The problem is growing, and 
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for low-income earners, it is often cheaper to buy imported products. We need to 
value our culture and traditions, be proud of  our Pacific products and make our 
locally produced foods more affordable.”

Young agripreneur Nawsheen Hosenally, a national of  Mauritius, a small island 
developing state facing similar challenges to those of  many other Pacific island 
countries and who had travelled to Vanuatu to share her lessons learned in 
establishing a business, said that the first day celebrations had introduced her to a 
new culture – one that is strongly linked to agriculture.

“I think there is a lot of  potential for developing agri-enterprise development,” 
said Hosenally, who is co-founder of  Agribusiness TV, based in Burkina Faso. “I 
think it is important to educate young people and provide them with opportunities 
to grow their business, especially if  we want the agriculture sector to be more 
responsive in terms of  improving food security, incomes and nutrition.”

Ron Hartman, IFAD Country Director for Indonesia and the Pacific, noted 
that IFAD will be co-sponsoring several side events. He said that “The PWA will 
provide a platform where we can showcase our partnerships and projects and how 
together we can create better synergy with ongoing initiatives”.

www.cta.int/en/article/2017-10-18/a-shared-journey-of-learning-at-the-pacific-
week-of-agriculture.html

Among the many topics addressed during the inaugural Pacific Week of  
Agriculture in Port Vila, Vanuatu from October 16-20, the place of  young people 
in agribusiness ventures attracted substantial attention – a concrete way of  
bringing new incomes to Pacific Island states and of  fighting youth unemployment 
and the rural exodus. 

Vanuatu’s minister of  Agriculture Matai Seremaiah Nawalu was present at the 
PWA youth agri-entrepreneurship side event. During his speech, he noted that 
more cross-sectoral policies are needed to push young people towards agribusiness 
and that as a result, his ministry will take action to work more closely with the 
Ministry of  Youth.

“How can we get young people who are migrating to cities and abroad to develop 
and sustain rewarding agribusinesses? How can we help them make agriculture 
more profitable and attractive so that our young people see bright futures in 
their home countries?” asked Michael Hailu, Director of  the Technical Centre 
for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA), which jointly organised the 
PWA youth agri-entrepreneurship side event with the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IFAD), the Pacific Islands Private Sector Organisation 
(PIPSO) and the Pacific Community (SPC). Hailu further noted the catalytic role 
that CTA has been playing in this regard.

The Pacific’s high rate of  youth unemployment, which currently stands at 25%, 
poses a significant social and economic challenge to the region. Each year, 16,000 
highly skilled Pacific islanders leave their countries for better paid jobs in Australia 
and New Zealand.

A dynamic 
future for young 
agripreneurs

Day 2:  
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Giving access to finance and ICTs

Identifying the drivers of  success and the hurdles they had to overcome, the 
young agripreneur panel called for more support in the areas of  enabling policies 
and finance. Many of  them also believe that information and communication 
technologies (ICTs) can do much to increase the appeal of  the agricultural sector, 
and attract other young people.

Several young agripreneurs from African Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries 
who have launched innovative and successful start-ups shared their experience 
with the audience.

Elvis Ouma is the co-director of  the high-tech company, M-Fodder, which 
matches suppliers of  hydroponically grown animal fodder with livestock farmers, 
ensuring delivery of  the product once the deal has been agreed. Ouma designed 
the business model to address the shortfalls farmers faced in accessing reasonably 
priced fodder to increase productivity amid the country’s rapidly growing demand 
for milk and meat. The start-up currently has 10,000 subscribers and Ouma is 
now planning to expand it to other East African countries. “It’s a simple process 
that has changed livelihoods. It’s also very cost-effective. The farmers save 40% in 
livestock costs.”

Meanwhile, in Trinidad, David Thomas, co-founder of  an agrifood e-commerce 
business, uses social media to show to customers how the produce is grown by 
island farmers. “We want to change the way people shop and help them to be 
more connected with their food,” he said. Between 2015 and 2016, his company, 
D’Market Movers, attracted 500,000 visitors to the website, selling 50,000 
products. He has secured regular markets for over 250 farmers.

Engaging with young people

Two key recommendations from the side-event were to establish special youth 
programmes and investment windows to support agripreneurs and to advocate 
for a bottom-up driven policy process which engages young people. “We cannot 
assume what our youth want, but we need to continuously engage with them if  
youths are to make any meaningful contribution to agricultural development,” said 
Ron Hartman, IFAD Country Director for Indonesia and the Pacific.

The policy panel noted that small grants, seed funding and youth enterprise 
development funds helped the young entrepreneurs in venturing into agribusiness, 
which many consider as carrying high risks.

www.cta.int/en/article/2017-10-19/pwa2017-a-dynamic-future-for-young-
agripreneurs.html

http://www.cta.int/en/article/2017-10-19/pwa2017-a-dynamic-future-for-young-agripreneurs.html
http://www.cta.int/en/article/2017-10-19/pwa2017-a-dynamic-future-for-young-agripreneurs.html
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A strategy to build efficient value chains in the Pacific region is expected to play a 
critical role in improving diets and revenues for island communities.

“We are looking at leveraging priority value chains to enable communities to 
access nutritious and healthy food,” said Judith Francis, Senior Programme 
Coordinator of  Science and Technology Policy at CTA and leader of  the project. 
“We want to drive innovations in the agriculture sector, especially those targeting 
clearly documented nutritional constraints in the region.”

The Pacific Week of  Agriculture (PWA) workshop, organised by the Technical 
Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA), together with the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and the Pacific Islands 
Private Sector Organisation (PIPSO), unveiled progress made in developing 
value chains based on healthy local agricultural produce, as part of  the Promoting 
Nutritious Food Systems in the Pacific project.

Numerous nutrition issues

The Pacific islands are facing serious health problems linked to a trend towards 
the consumption of  relatively cheap imported processed foods, the meeting heard. 
More than 50% – and in some cases up to 90% – of  the population is overweight, 
according to the World Health Organisation (WHO). Other nutrition related 
health problems include anaemia, stunting in children and a rapid increase in  
non-communicable diseases (NCDs).

“NCDs are endemic in the Pacific. Therefore, linking agriculture to nutritional 
issues is very important,” said Ron Hartman, IFAD Country Director for 
Indonesia and the Pacific.

The strategy to promote nutritious value chains has been developed around a 
range of  local produce, including fruits and vegetables, roots and tubers, coconuts, 
fish and cattle in the case of  Vanuatu, the main producer of  beef  in the region.

The value chain challenges are identified

Earlier this year, an exercise to map priority nutrition-sensitive value chains in Fiji, 
Samoa, the Solomon Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu revealed a range of  challenges, 
including a wide preference for cheap imported food and a tendency by policy-
makers and other actors to underestimate the size of  domestic markets.

“Common problems identified for value chain players were inadequate access to 
finance, markets, infrastructure, training and extension, together with difficult and 
costly transport, especially between remote islands,’’ said Patrick Polacsek, of  the 
European Union Delegation based in Fiji.

Despite the constraints, there were clear opportunities for drawing Pacific farmers 
into nutrition-sensitive value chains, said speakers. Education, training and skills 
development would be key to the process, they added.

“We have introduced farmers to the value chain way of  thinking, and once we did 
that, their mindset changed,” said Lavinia Kaumaitotoya, programme manager of  
PIFON, which partnered with CTA to conduct the value chain analysis.
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An online platform to coordinate value chains

The PWA workshops saw the launch and testing of  an online tool to facilitate 
networking, knowledge exchange and interactive learning among actors, so as to 
improve value chain efficiency and performance. The value chain coordinating/ 
agricultural innovation (VCC/AI) platform will enable players with an interest in 
a particular value chain to access information on key issues and build synergies, 
communicating with each other through virtual channels to maintain dialogue and 
share ideas remotely. The tool will complement face-to-face interaction.

“This tool is going to be the key to networking and building relationships among 
value chain actors,” said Pier Andrea Pirani, who presented the platform. “It’s an 
online space for information gathering, news and updates, and dialogue, where 
value chain actors can continue conversations on issues that are important to 
them, whether they be farmers, policy-makers, or people from the private sector.”

www.cta.int/en/article/2017-10-26/mapping-value-chains-for-healthier-diets-
and-higher-revenues-in-the-pacific.html

The full potential for agri-tourism – a combined strategy linking agriculture and 
tourism – has yet to be tapped in many Pacific countries, according to speakers at a 
workshop organised during the Pacific Week of  Agriculture (PWA). Strong growth 
in tourism offers valuable opportunities for local industries and rural communities 
in Pacific Small Island Developing States.

The event, New Opportunities in the Agri-tourism Sector in the Pacific, was organised 
by the Vanuatu Government, the Pacific Islands Private Sector Organisation 
(PIPSO), the South Pacific Tourism Organisation (SPTO), the International Fund 
for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and the Technical Centre for Agricultural 
and Rural Cooperation (CTA), to share lessons learned, examine progress made 
in serving tourism markets in a number of  Pacific countries and assess results 
of  previous support from the organisers to the agri-tourism sector in the region. 
Overall, more needs to be done to connect farmers, fishers and other rural actors 
to market openings offered by tourism and the hospitality trade, the meeting heard. 

“A lot of  tourists are looking for an authentic experience that teaches them about 
the culture they are visiting,” said Chris Cocker, Chief  Executive Officer of  SPTO, 
which is urging greater innovation in using local products in the tourism sector, 
and less reliance on imported goods.

The Pacific region is undergoing rapid growth as a tourist destination, with an 
annual rise of  4.3% over the past six years and 2 million visitors in 2016. Between 
25 and 35% of  tourist expenditure is on food and there has been a significant 
increase in the number of  local cruises. Since 2014, CTA, PIPSO and partners 
have been working to highlight the scope for harnessing tourist markets to provide 
revenues for local farmers and value chain actors in the region.

“The linkage between agriculture and tourism can open up new market 
opportunities, and serve as a chance for farmers and fishers to showcase their 
culture,” said Ron Hartman, IFAD Country Director for Indonesia and the Pacific.

Agri-tourism –  
a driver for  
rural incomes  
in Pacific  
island states

Day 3:  
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http://www.cta.int/en/article/2017-10-26/mapping-value-chains-for-healthier-diets-and-higher-revenues-in-the-pacific.html
http://www.cta.int/en/article/2017-10-26/mapping-value-chains-for-healthier-diets-and-higher-revenues-in-the-pacific.html
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Progress on developing agri-tourism in the Pacific has been identified as a priority 
to support the local agrifood and tourism industries. In Vanuatu, a survey  
revealed that 60% of  food consumed by tourists is imported, all of  which could 
have been produced in-country. Outlining a strategy to ensure that even remote 
island communities could access tourist revenues, Acting Director General for 
Agriculture Benjamin Shing said it would be a mistake to miss such a valuable 
opportunity.

“With the advent of  tourism in Vanuatu we noticed that a lot of  the food eaten 
is actually imported from outside,” he said. “That has a boomerang effect on the 
tourist dollar.”

Erratic produce quality and quantity remain key hurdles to overcome, so that 
Pacific hotels and restaurants have greater incentives to source food products 
locally, including those from the fisheries sector.  “Agri-tourism and the promotion 
of  using local produce can also be a catalyst to promote agri-nutrition for local 
communities, particularly those engaged/connected in some way to the agri-
tourism sector,” said Alisi Tuqa, Acting Chief  Executive Officer, PIPSO. 

Despite the challenges, a number of  promising approaches are being developed 
in an effort to forge stronger links between these two important sectors, which 
together are the main drivers of  the economy in many Pacific countries. In Samoa, 
an agri-tourism policy is aiming for sustainable development, making greater use 
not just of  local food products, but also handicrafts and services. With support 
from PIPSO, CTA and IFAD, Samoa and Vanuatu have developed a policy 
framework for agri-tourism, ensuring contribution from key ministries, including 
agriculture, tourism, trade and health and the private sector. Fiji and Solomon 
Islands are in the process of  developing similar policy frameworks.

In Fiji, which accounts for 40% of  Pacific tourism with 1 million visitors each year, 
chefs are playing an important role in a strategy to offer local dishes in hotels and 
restaurants. Product quality has improved, but packaging and presentation remain 
significant challenges, together with better organisation of  farmers themselves. 
“Around 80% of  our producers in Fiji are small-scale, and this is our biggest 
challenge,” said Uraia Waibuta, Deputy Secretary for Agricultural Development at 
Fiji’s Ministry of  Agriculture.

One initiative seeking to involve rural farmers in tourist-related value chains by 
addressing issues of  poor overall quality, supply and distribution involves grouping 
farmers into clusters. With support from CTA, IFAD and the Pacific Community 
(SPC), commercial farming company Joes Farms is setting up collection centres 
in remote locations in Fiji to fetch farmers’ produce. The items are graded and 
assessed for quality and food safety, before being delivered to tourist outlets, 
including hotels, restaurants, cruise ships and yachts.

www.cta.int/en/article/2017-10-20/agritourism-a-driver-for-rural-incomes-in-
pacific-island-states.html
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About the Project

The project “Leveraging the Development of  Local Food Crops and Fisheries 
Value Chains for Improved Nutrition and Sustainable Food Systems in the Pacific 
Islands with a focus on Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Samoa, Solomon Islands, 
Tonga, and Vanuatu” is co-funded by the International Fund for Agricultural 
Development (IFAD) and the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural 
Cooperation (CTA) and is implemented in partnership with the Pacific Islands 
Private Sector Organisation (PIPSO).  The goal is to strengthen the capacity 
of  the Pacific Island governments, farmer and private sector organisations, and 
sub-regional institutions to develop strategies and programs – as well as mobilise 
financing – that can increase poor rural people’s access to nutritious and healthy 
food. CTA has overall responsibility for the implementation of  the project.

About the Partners

IFAD
The International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), a specialised agency 
of  the United Nations, was established as an international financial institution in 
1977 as one of  the major outcomes of  the 1974 World Food Conference.

PIPSO
The Pacific Islands Private Sector Organization (PIPSO) is the premier private 
sector representative body in the Pacific Islands region. It was set-up through 
the mandate of  the Forum Economic Ministers in 2005, and legally established 
in 2007, to be the representative body of  the Pacific region’s private sector.  In 
doing so, it focuses its work on 4 key areas:  Supporting National Private Sector 
Organizations (NPSOs) to be strong and responsive organisations; Assisting Pacific 
businesses to enhance their business competitiveness and growth; Championing 
the interests of  private sector in the appropriate fora; and Ensuring the 
sustainability of  PIPSO’s resource and enhancing its capabilities.

CTA
The Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA) is a joint 
international institution of  the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) Group of  
States and the European Union (EU). CTA operates under the framework of  the 
Cotonou Agreement and is funded by the EU. For more information on CTA,  
visit www.cta.int
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